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Abstract
We give a novel transformation for proving termination of
higher-order rewrite systems in the format of Inductive Data
Type Systems (IDTSs) by Blanqui, Jouannaud and Okada.
The transformation called higher-order semantic labelling
attaches algebraic semantics of the arguments to each func-
tion symbol. We systematically define the labelling and show
that labelled systems give termination models in the frame-
work of Fiore, Plotkin and Turi’s binding algebras. As ap-
plications, we give simple proofs of termination of the ex-
plicit substitution system λX and currying transformation via
higher-order semantic labelling. Moreover, we prove a new
result of modularity of termination of IDTSs by introduc-
ing the notion of solid IDTSs. We prove that termination is
preserved under the disjoint union of an IDTS and a higher-
order program scheme.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we develop a theory of higher-order semantic
labelling, which is a transformation for proving termination
(meaning strong normalisation) of Blanqui, Jouannaud and
Okada’s Inductive Data Type Systems [3, 1].

We illustrate how this transformation method is applica-
ble to several seemingly different problems: we prove termi-
nation of

• the explicit substitution system of the λX-calculus (Sect.
4), and

• the currying transformation (Sect. 5.1) that is an exten-
sion of Kennaway, Klop, Sleep and de Vries’ result.

We also prove modularity of termination for the disjoint
union of an Inductive Data Type System (IDTS) and a
higher-order recursive program scheme (HO-RPS) (Sect.
5.2) via higher-order semantic labelling and introduction of
the “solid” property of IDTSs. To the author’s best knowl-
edge, these are new results on modularity of termination of
higher-order rewrite rules.

Higher-order extensions of term rewriting systems [34]
are known as several formats: major representatives are
Combinatory Reduction Systems (CRSs) [21, 22], Higher-
order Rewrite Systems [28], and Inductive Data Type Sys-
tems [3]. There exist several termination criteria: higher-
order recursive path order (HORPO) [16, 18], the General
Schema [3, 1], hereditary monotone functional interpretation
[31], binding algebra interpretation [14]. Recently improve-
ments of HORPO/General Schema are actively investigated
[6, 32, 17, 2].

This paper is based on the algebraic semantics of CRS by
the author [14] by binding algebras and Σ-monoids. The no-
tion of binding algebras and Σ-monoids was introduced by
Fiore, Plotkin and Turi [11] to give algebraic semantics of
higher-order abstract syntax. Typed versions of binding al-
gebras for typed higher-order abstract syntax are extensively
investigated [10, 26, 33, 19]. A higher-order syntax for free
Σ-monoids was developed by the author [13].

Organisation. This paper is organised as follows. We first
review the definition of Inductive Data Type Systems and its



semantics in Sect. 2. We give higher-order semantic labelling
of IDTSs in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we consider an application
of higher-order semantic labelling to the termination prob-
lem of the λX-calculus. In Sect. 5, we investigate seman-
tic labelling with term model and its application to currying
transformation and modularity of termination of IDTSs.

Convention. We use the vector notation ~A for a sequence
A1, · · · , Al, and | ~A| for its length. We use the notation
s[x := t] for the usual capture-avoiding substitution that re-
places all x in s with t. We may call this meta-level substitu-
tions to distinguish them from explicit substitutions. FV(t)
denotes the set of all free variables in t. We often omit super-
scripts or subscripts (for types, typing contexts) of a mathe-
matical object if they are clear from contexts.

2. Preliminaries
2.1 Inductive Data Type Systems
The Inductive Data Type Systems (IDTS) are introduced by
Blanqui, Jounnaud and Okada [3]. This is a framework of
rewrite rules on terms built on inductively defined datatypes
and simple types. The IDTS is extended further by Blanqui
[1] by admitting higher-order pattern matching when apply-
ing rewrite rules. We use this version of IDTS [1] with the
following restrictions.

• We use simple types up to the second-order.

• IDTS’s binder (−.−) always appears as an argument of a
function symbol. For example, lam(xb.x) for a function
symbol lam : (b → b) → b.

• We do not assume a global set of variables. Instead, we
use local typing contexts.

Since the fragment we use is just a subclass of IDTSs in
[1], the termination criterion of IDTSs, called the General
Schema [1, 3], is also applicable to this fragment. Notice that
although this fragment has simple types up to second-order,
it can encode simple types of arbitrary order by the feature
of inductive types (see the case of simply-typed λX-calculus
in Sect. 4.1). Hence this fragment has enough expressibility
to represent higher-order rewrite rules involving all simple
types and inductive types.

For a set B of base types, the set I(B) of first-order types,
and the set T (B) of types are given as follows:

B 3 b

I(B) 3 α ::= b | b1, . . . , bn → b

T (B) 3 τ ::= b | α1, . . . , αn → b

An IDTS-alphabet A is a triple (B, Σ, Z) (or, often just
denoted by (B,Σ)) where

• B is a set of base types (denoted by b, a),

• Σ, called a signature, is a family (Στ )τ∈T (B) of sets of
function symbols (denoted by f : (−→a1 → b1), . . . , (−→an →
bn) → b)

• Z is a family (Zα)α∈I(B) of sets of metavariables (writ-
ten as small-caps letters Z or, capital letters M,N )

such that all the sets are pairwise disjoint. The raw syntax is
given as follows.

• Terms have the form

t ::= x | x.t | f(t1, . . . , tn).

These forms are respectively called variables, abstrac-
tions, and function terms.

• Meta-terms extend terms to

t ::= x | x.t | f(t1, . . . , tn) | Z(t1, . . . , tn).

The last form is called a meta-application.

A context Γ is a sequence of variable:type-pairs. A meta-
term t is well-typed if Γ ` t : τ is derived from the
following rules for some context Γ.

x : τ ∈ Γ
Γ ` x : τ

Z ∈ Zb1,...,bn→b Γ ` t1 : b1 · · · Γ ` tn : bn

Γ ` Z(t1, . . . , tn) : b

Γ,
−−−→
i1 : a1 ` t1 : b1 · · · Γ,

−−−−→
in : an ` tn : bn

Γ ` f(
−→
ia1
1 .t1, . . . ,

−→
ian
n .tn ) : b

where f : (−→a1 → b1), . . . , (−→an → bn) → b ∈ Σ.

Notation 2.1 Since the binders are clear from the type of
function symbol, we often abbreviate f(

−→
ia1
1 .t1, . . . ,

−→
ian
n .tn )

as just f(t1, . . . , tl).

A rewrite rule l → r consists of two meta-terms l and
r with the following additional restrictions: (i) ` l : τ and
` r : τ for some type τ (hence l and r are closed (w.r.t.
variables) meta-terms), (ii) l must be a function term where
all meta-applications have the form Z(x1, . . . , xn) (called a
higher-order pattern) with distinct variables xi, (iii) r can
only contain metavariables occurring in the left-hand side.
We may use the notation Z|Γ ` s → t : τ for a rule or
a rewrite step if metavariables and variables in s and t are
included in Z and Γ respectively. We may also simply write
Z ` s → t : τ or Γ ` s → t : τ if another part is not
important.

A valuation θ is a mapping that assigns to a metavariable
Z : ~b → τ a term t

θ : Z 7−→ t

where x1 : b1, · · · , xn : bn ` t : τ . Any valuation θ is
extended to a function θ∗ on meta-terms:

θ∗(x) = x

θ∗(x.t) = x.θ∗(t)

θ∗(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = f(θ∗(t1), . . . , θ∗(tn))

θ∗(Z(t1, . . . , tn)) = θ(Z) (θ∗(t1), . . . , θ∗(tn))



The right-hand side of the last equation means replacing free
variables x1, . . . , xn in θ(Z) with θ∗(t1), . . . , θ∗(tn) . We
may also write tθ for θ∗t.

A set of rewrite rules under a alphabet (B, Σ, Z) is called
an IDTS and denoted by (B, Σ,R), or simply (Σ,R) or R.
The rewrite relation →(Σ,R) or simply →R is generated by
context and valuation closure of a given IDTS (Σ,R).

By the notation s B t, we mean that a well-typed meta-
term t is a (strict) sub-meta-term of a well-typed meta-term
s. Also, we regard B as a relation. We use D = B ∪ id.
As usual, turning over a symbol, we mean its inverse (e.g.
B−1 = C), and (−)∗, (−)+ for the reflexive and transitive
closure, and the transitive closure, respectively.

2.2 Binding algebras – semantic structure of syntax
with variable binding

In a previous work, algebraic semantics of CRSs is given by
binding algebras [14]. Since IDTS can be seen as a typed
version of CRS, algebraic semantics of IDTSs can be given
by typed binding algebras [10, 26, 33, 19]. We review the
notion of typed binding algebras in this subsection.

A key idea of binding algebras is to model variables in
abstract syntax as natural numbers. To match this semantic
treatment and syntactic presentation tightly, in this paper we
assume the method of de Bruijn levels (N.B. not indices)
[8, 24] for a formal treatment of named variables modulo α-
equivalence in IDTSs. Under the method of de Bruijn levels,
variables are natural numbers.

A variable i ∈ N of type τ ∈ B is denoted by i : τ
or iτ . In this setting, a typing context Γ is a finite subset
{1 : τ1, · · · , l : τ l} of typed variables.

Now, we model these variables and contexts in a categor-
ical setting. Let F be the category which has finite cardinals
n = {1, . . . , n} (n is possibly 0) as objects, and all func-
tions between them as arrows m → n. For a set B of all
base types, the slice category F↓B is seen as the category
of contexts and their renamings, i.e. objects Γ : n → B are
contexts, and arrows f : Γ → Γ′ are functions f : n → n′

such that Γ = Γ′◦f for Γ : n → B, Γ′ : n′ → B. Binary co-
products Γ+Γ′ are given by copairs [Γ,Γ′] : n+n′ → B. By
abuse of notation, for a type τ , we denote just by τ a context
τ : 1 → B, 1 7→ τ . Thus we have a coproduct Γ + τ .

We use the functor category (SetF↓B)B to define binding
algebras. An object of a functor category may be called a
presheaf . Ordinary universal algebra is a structure on sets.
Binding algebra is a structure on presheaves. The reason
we use presheaves is to uniformly deal with (context,type)-
indexed sets of syntactic entities. A typical example is well-
typed terms indexed by contexts and types, i.e. for IDTSs,
the set of all meta-terms. For instance, for an IDTS-alphabet
(B, Σ, Z), we can define the indexed set of all meta-terms by

MΣZτ (Γ) = {t | Γ ` t : τ}.

With a suitable arrow part, this MΣZ forms a presheaf, i.e.,
an object of (SetF↓B)B.

We define the functor δτ : SetF↓B → SetF↓B for context
extension by a variable of type τ , which is used to model a
bound variable, by (δτA)(Γ) = A(Γ + τ) for A ∈ SetF↓B.
We write δ~τ for the composition δτ1 ◦· · ·◦δτ l

. To a signature
Σ, we associate the signature functor Σ : (SetF↓B)B →
(SetF↓B)B given by

(ΣA)b =
∐

f :( ~a1→b1),··· ,(~al→bl)→b∈Σ

∏
1≤i≤l

δ ~ai
Abi .

A point of this modeling is that an arrow type, say a → b, is
interpreted as a presheaf δaAb. This is the crucial difference
of binding algebras from polynomial functor-algebras on
sets for modeling first-order abstract syntax or inductive
types.

A Σ-(binding) algebra is a pair of a presheaf (for a car-
rier) and a natural transformation (for operations) (A,α :
ΣA → A) where the algebra structure α is a copair [fA]f∈Σ

of all operations on A corresponding to function symbols. A
homomorphism of Σ-algebras is a map φ : (A,α) → (B, β)
such that φ ◦ α = β ◦ Σφ.

A set of variables of a certain type taken from a context is
modeled by the presheaf V ∈ (SetF↓B)B defined by Yoneda
embedding Vτ = F↓B(τ ,−), hence Vτ (Γ) ∼= {x | x : τ ∈
Γ}.

To model substitution, we use the notion of monoid in a
monoidal category. The structure of Σ-monoids is for this
purpose where a substitution is modeled by a multiplication
of a monoid. The definition is given below.

Remark 2.2 In this work, Σ-monoid structure is used in the
proofs in Sect.3, but in the applications of semantic labelling
from Sect.4, Σ-monoids are not used. So the readers who are
interested in applications can skip the following definitions.

The category (SetF↓B)B forms a monoidal category with
the unit V and the “substitution” monoidal product • given
by

(A • B)τ (∆) = (
∐

Γ∈F↓B

Aτ (Γ) ×
∏
i∈m

Bτ i(∆))/ ∼

where Γ = {i : τ1, . . . ,m : τm} and ∼ is the equivalence
relation generated by

(t; uρ1, . . . , uρm) ∼ (A(ρ)(t); u1, . . . , ul)

for an arrow ρ : Γ → Γ′ of F↓B.
A Σ-monoid (A,α, ν, µ) consists of a monoid object [25]

M = (M,η : V → M,µ : M • M → M) in the
monoidal category ((SetF↓B)B, •, V) with a Σ-binding alge-
bra α : ΣM → M that satisfies µ◦ (α• idM ) = α◦Σµ◦st,
where the strength st is the one defined in [11]. A mor-
phism of Σ-monoids (M,α) −→ (M ′, α′) is a morphism
in (SetF↓B)B which is both Σ-algebra homomorphism and
monoid morphism.

By [11, 26, 33] and as a straightforward variation of [13],
we have



Theorem 2.3 MΣZ forms a free Σ-monoid. Moreover,
when Z = 0, the presheaf MΣ0 = TΣV of all terms forms
an initial V + Σ-algebra and an initial Σ-monoid.

A morphism φ : Z −→ A of (SetF↓B)B is called
an assignment when its target has a Σ-monoid structure
(A, α, η, µ). By freeness of MΣZ, any assignment φ :
Z −→ A is extended to a Σ-monoid morphism φ∗ :
MΣZ −→ A:

MΣZb(Γ) −→ Ab(Γ)

x 7−→ η(Γ)(x) (x ∈ Γ)

f(Θ1.t1, . . . , Θn.tn) 7−→ fA(Γ)(φ∗(Γ+Θ1)(t1), . . .)

Z(t1, . . . , tn) 7−→ µ(Γ)(φ(Γ)(Z);φ∗(Γ)(t1), . . . ).

A valuation θ defined in Sect. 2.1 can be seen as an as-
signment θ : Z −→ TΣV and in this case, its Σ-monoid
morphism extension θ∗ coincides with the extension of val-
uation described in Sect. 2.1 (cf. [14]).

2.3 Algebraic semantics of rewrite rules on
higher-order terms

For a presheaf A, we write ≥A for a family of partial orders
(≥Aτ (Γ)) where ≥Aτ (Γ) is a partial order on a set Aτ (Γ)
for each type τ and context Γ. Let (A1,≥A1), . . . , (Al,≥Al

), (B,≥B) be presheaves equipped with partial orders. A
map f : A1 × · · · × Al −→ B in SetF↓B is weakly mono-
tone if for all Γ, all a1, b1 ∈ A1(Γ), . . . , al, bl ∈ Al(Γ) with
ak ≥Ak(Γ) bk for some k and aj = bj for all j 6= k, then
f(Γ)(a1, . . . , al) ≥B(Γ) f(Γ)(b1, . . . , bl). A weakly mono-
tone V+Σ-algebra (A,≥A) is a V+Σ-algebra equipped with
partial orders such that every operation is weakly monotone.

For a V + Σ-algebra A, a term-generated assignment
φ : Z −→ A is a morphism of (SetF↓B)B that can be
expressed as a composite

φ = ! ◦ θ

where ! is the unique homomorphism from the initial V+Σ-
algebra TΣV to A, and θ is a valuation Z −→ TΣV.

A weakly monotone V +Σ-algebra (A,≥A) satisfies a
rewrite rule Z|Γ ` l → r : τ of an IDTS if

!θ∗τ (Γ)(l) ≥Aτ (Γ) !θ∗τ (Γ)(r)

for all term-generated assignments φ =! ◦ θ : Z −→ A.
Why the notion of term-generated assignments is needed is
that the IDTS’s rewrite relation is generated on terms (not
on meta-terms). A quasi-model A for (Σ,R) is a weakly
monotone V+Σ-algebra A that satisfies all rules in R.

3. Higher-Order Semantic Labelling
We now proceed to defining semantic labelling for IDTSs.
This extends semantic labelling for first-order term rewrit-
ing systems (TRSs) by Zantema [35] by employing the ini-
tial algebra semantics of typed higher-order abstract syntax

using typed binding algebras [10, 26]. The main feature of
semantic labelling is that termination of the original rewrite
system is preserved by transforming it to a semantically la-
belled system. Often termination of the labelled systems can
be shown by applying the General Schema criterion even
when the original system does not follow it since the labelled
system has much more information in function symbols.

Henceforth, we assume an IDTS-alphabet (B,Σ, Z) and
a weakly monotone V+Σ-algebra M . We introduce labelling
of functions symbols: choose for every f ∈ Σ a correspond-
ing non-empty well-founded poset (Sf ,≥S) of labels, called
a semantic label set. The signature Σ for labelled function
symbols is defined by

Στ = {fp | f ∈ Στ , p ∈ Sf}.

A function symbol is labelled if Sf contains more than one
element. For unlabelled f , the set Sf containing only one
element can be left implicit; in that case we write f instead
of fp.

Choose for f : (~a1 → b1), . . . , (~al → bl) → b ∈ Σ, a
semantic label map that is a weakly monotone morphism of
SetF↓B defined by

〈〈−〉〉f : δ~a1Mb1 × · · · × δ~al
Mbl

−→ (KSf
)b

where KSf
∈ (SetF↓B)B is the constant presheaf defined by

(KSf
)b(Γ) = Sf . Then, as in the case of ordinary signature,

we define MΣZ by the presheaf of all meta-terms generated
by the labelled signature Σ. Labelling of function symbols is
given by the following map.

Definition 3.1 (Labelling map) Let φ : Z −→ M be a
term-generated assignment such that φ =! ◦ θ. The labelling
map φL : MΣZ −→ MΣZ is a map of (SetF↓B)B defined by

φL
τ,Γ : MΣZτ,Γ −→ MΣZ

τ,Γ

φL
τ,Γ(x) = x

φL
τ,Γ(Z(~t)) = Z(φL

~σ,Γ
~t)

φL
τ,Γ(f(Θ1.t1, . . . , Θl.tl))

= f〈〈!θ∗(t1),...,!θ∗(tl)〉〉f
τ,Γ

(φL
τ1,Γ+Θ1

t1, . . . , φ
L
τ l,Γ+Θl

tl)

It is obvious that the presheaf MΣZ of Σ-meta-terms forms
a free Σ-monoid. Moreover, MΣZ forms a non-free Σ-
monoid. This has the Σ-monoid structure

(MΣZ, [fφ]f∈Σ, νφ, βφ)

described below for each term-generated assignment φ :
Z −→ M . For clarity, here we only give the V+Σ-algebra
structure part. The monoid structure is given in Appendix A.
Let || − || be the function that erases all labels in a labeled
meta-term.

Unit. νφ : V → MΣZ is defined by x 7→ x.



apσ,τ (λσ,τ (x.M(x)), N) → M(x)〈x := N〉
ap(M(x), N(x))〈x := K〉 → ap(M(x)〈x := K〉, N(x)〈x := K〉)

λ(y.M(x, y))〈x := K〉 → λ(x.M(y, x)〈y := K〉)
v(x)〈x := K〉 → K

M〈x := K〉 → M

Figure 1. The IDTS RλX of the λX-calculus

Operations. For f : (−→a1 → b1), . . . , (−→an → bn) → b ∈
Σ, the corresponding operation

fφ : δ~a1MΣZb1 × · · · × δ~al
MΣZbl

−→ MΣZb

is defined by

fφ(Γ)(s1, . . . , sl) = f〈〈!θ∗||s1|| ...,!θ∗||sl||〉〉f
τ,Γ

(s1, . . . , sl).

Theorem 3.2 For each term-generated assignment φ :
Z −→ M , (MΣZ, [fφ]f∈Σ, νφ, βφ) is a Σ-monoid.

Corollary 3.3 For each term-generated assignment φ :
Z −→ M , the labelling map φL : MΣZ −→ MΣZ is
the unique Σ-monoid morphism from the free Σ-monoid to
(MΣZ, [fφ]f∈Σ, νφ, βφ) that extends ηZ : Z −→ MΣZ,
Z 7−→ Z.

Proof It is clear that (ηZ)∗ = φL by just comparing the
definitions of φL and the Σ-monoid extension (−)∗. Hence
φL gives a Σ-monoid morphism. ¤

Lemma 3.4 Let φ : 0 −→ M and θ : Z −→ MΣ0 be
assignments. Then

(i) φL ◦ β = βφ ◦ (φL • φL) .
(ii) φL ◦ θ∗ = (φLθ)

∗
◦ (φ∗θ)L.

Proof (i) Since φL is a monoid morphism, the multiplication
β is preserved.
(ii) By induction on meta-terms in MΣZ. The cases x and
f(~s) ∈ MΣZτ (Γ) are straightforward. For the case Z(~t) ∈
MΣZτ (Γ), we have the following.

lhs = φLθ∗(Z(~t))

= φLβ(θZ; θ∗~t) = βφ(φLθZ; φLθ∗~t) (by Lemma 3.4)

rhs = (φLθ)∗(φ∗θ)LZ(~t)

= (φLθ)∗Z((φ∗θ)L~t)

= βφ(φLθZ; (φLθ)∗(φ∗θ)L~t)

= βφ(φLθZ; φLθ∗~t) = lhs (by I.H.)

¤

Given an IDTS (Σ,R) and a V+Σ-algebra M , we define
the labelled rules with respect to M by

R = {φL
τ,0l → φL

τ,0r | Z ` l → r : τ ∈ R,

term-generated assignment φ : Z −→ M}.

Thus R is a set of rewrite rules consisting of labelled meta-
terms. So, (Σ,R) forms an IDTS that gives rewriting on Σ-
terms.

Notation 3.5 A meta-term of the form

1. . . . n.Z(1, . . . , n)

in an IDTS is often abbreviated as just Z for a metavariable
Z ∈ Zb1,...,bn→b.

Moreover, we define the IDTS Decr (called “decreasing
rules”) over Σ to consist of the rules

fp(Z1, . . . , Zl) → fq(Z1, . . . , Zl)

for all f : (~τ1 → σ1), . . . , (~τ l → σl) → τ ∈ Σ and all
p >S q ∈ Sf , where >S denotes the strict part of ≥S .

Using Lemma 3.4, we have the following key proposition
to establish semantic labelling.

Proposition 3.6 Let M be a quasi-model for an IDTS R. If
we have Γ ` s →R t : τ then

Γ ` φL
τ,Γ(s) →∗

Decr · →R φL
τ,Γ(t)

holds for the assignment φ : 0 −→ M .

Proof By induction on proof trees of →R.

(i) Case Γ ` θ∗τ,Γl →R θ∗τ,Γr : τ .
This is derived from Z|Γ ` l → r ∈ R where θ : Z −→
MΣ0. Let φ : 0 −→ M be the assignment. Now we have
a labeled rule

(φ∗θ)Lτ,Γl → (φ∗θ)Lτ,Γr ∈ R.

By Lemma 3.4 and closedness of R-rewrite by the valu-
ation φLθ : Z −→ MΣ0, we have

φL
τ,Γ(θ∗τ,Γl) = (φLθ)

∗
τ,Γ(φ∗θ)Lτ,Γl

→R (φLθ)
∗
τ,Γ(φ∗θ)Lτ,Γr

= φL
τ,Γ(θ∗τ,Γr)



(ii) Case Γ ` f(. . . , s, . . .) →R f(. . . , t, . . .) : τ .
This is derived from Γ, Θ ` s →R t : σ. Since (M,≥M )
is a quasi-model, we have !θ∗σ,Γ+Θs ≥Mσ(Γ+Θ)!θ

∗
σ,Γ+Θt

for an term-generated assignment φ =!θ into M . By
induction hypothesis, we have φL

σ,Γ+Θs →∗
Decr · →R

φL
σ,Γ+Θt. Notice also that 〈〈−〉〉 is weakly monotone. So,

φL
τ,Γ(f(. . . , s, . . .))

= f〈〈...,!θ∗
n+~i

s,...〉〉
τ,Γ

(. . . , φL
σ,Γ+Θs, . . .)

→∗
Decr f〈〈...,!θ∗

σ,Γ+Θt,...〉〉
τ,Γ

(. . . , φL
σ,Γ+Θs, . . .)

→∗
Decr · →R f〈〈...,!θ∗

σ,Γ+Θt,...〉〉
τ,Γ

(. . . , φL
σ,Γ+Θt, . . .)

= φL
τ,Γ(f(. . . , φL

σ,Γ+Θt, . . .))

¤

Theorem 3.7 (Higher-order semantic labelling) Let M
be a quasi-model for an IDTS R and R the labelled IDTS
with respect to M . Then R is terminating if and only if
R∪ Decr is terminating.

Proof For both directions, we prove contrapositions. [⇐]:
By Prop. 3.6. [⇒]: By erasing all labels in rewrite steps. ¤

4. Termination of λX via Higher-Order
Semantic Labelling

As an application of higher-order semantic labelling, we
prove the termination of an explicit substitution system λX-
calculus [5, 4]. The λX-calculus uses explicit names and is
known as the simplest explicit substitution system; it has
no composition of substitutions. The following is the λX-
calculus taken from [4].

(λx.M)N → M〈x := N〉
(MN)〈x := K〉 → M〈x := K〉 N〈x := K〉

(λy.M)〈x := K〉 → λy.M〈x := K〉 if x 6= y

x〈x := K〉 → K

M〈x := K〉 → M if x 6∈ FV(M)

The λX-calculus has good properties: confluence and preser-
vation of strong normalisation (PSN), and the simply typed
λX-calculus is strongly normalising.

Proving termination of the simply-typed λX-calculus is
not an obvious task. Actually, the direct proofs using the
reducibility method are rather involved and long [15, 23].
Moreover, the λX-calculus as an IDTS does not follow the
General Schema [1] directly since a precedence between the
application and the explicit substitution operators cannot be
determined from the rules. It is also difficult to interpret
these rules by some “measure” that is strictly decreasing by
a well-founded order. A candidate of such interpretation is to
interpret λX-terms as simply-typed λ-terms. But we imme-
diately find that this does not succeed since the substitution

propagation rules are interpreted as the same λ-terms, i.e.
not decreasing. In this section, we give a short termination
proof of RλX via higher-order semantic labelling.

4.1 Formulating λX-calculus as an Inductive Data
Type System

First, we formulate the simply-typed λX-calculus as an
IDTS. This means to give an inductive type for λX-terms.
We fix the set BType of base types for the λX-calculus.
We choose the IDTS-alphabet consisting of the following
IDTS’s base types B and signature ΣλX:

BType 3 ι
B 3 σ, τ ::= ι | Varτ | Arr(σ, τ)
vσ : Varσ → σ
apσ,τ : Arr(σ, τ), σ → τ
λσ,τ : (Varσ → τ) → Arr(σ, τ)
xsubσ,τ : (Varσ → τ), σ → τ

The type Varσ represents the type of λX’s variables of type
σ, and the type Arr(σ, τ) represents the λX’s arrow type. We
may also assume constants of type Varσ.

The use of a type Varσ → τ to represent binders of λ-
terms is known in the field of mechanized reasoning. It is
an essential idea to implement higher-order abstract syntax
(HOAS) that admits induction in Coq [9]. Semantic analysis
uncovers algebraic structures of HOAS: Fiore, Plotkin and
Turi’s binding algebra [11], which is also used as the seman-
tic basis of our theory. This relates to modeling arrow types
by the context extension: actually, δσA ∼= Vσ → A holds
[11, 10].

This inductive representation is important for the termi-
nation proof. The General Schema requires strict positiv-
ity and an existence of a well-founded order on base types
as its assumption [3, 1]. The signature ΣλX actually satis-
fies these conditions by taking v, ap, λ as the constructors
of Arr-types. The reason we do not just reuse the IDTS’s
arrow type σ → τ for the λX’s arrow type is that it does
not satisfy such strict positivity condition. A naive choice
λσ,τ : (σ → τ) → (σ → τ) for abstractions has a nega-
tive occurrence of a type (consider λσ,σ). Precise definitions
of these conditions on the General Schema are postponed to
Sect. 5.

The λX-calculus is formulated as the IDTS (ΣλX,RλX)
given in Fig. 1 which does not follow the General Schema
yet. For readability, we write s〈x := t〉 for xsubσ,τ (xVarσ. s, t)
and omit types.

4.2 Termination proof
First we observe that the IDTS RλX has a quasi-model
consisting of all simply-typed λ-terms, which will be used as
the label structure. Let `λ denote the judgment relation of
the simply-typed λ-calculus. We define the translation (̂−)
from the IDTS’s base types B to simple types as follows:

ι̂ = ι V̂arτ = τ̂ ̂Arr(σ, τ) = σ̂ → τ̂ .



ap(λx.s)t(λ(x.M(x)), N) → M(x)〈x := N〉s[x:=t]

aps t(M(x), N(x))〈x := K〉s[x:=u]t[x:=u] → aps[x:=u]t[x:=u] (M(x)〈x := K〉s[x:=u], N(x)〈x := K〉t[x:=u])

λ(y.M(x, y))〈x := K〉(λy.s)[x:=u] → λ(x.M(y, x)〈y := K〉s[x:=u])

v(x)〈x := K〉u → K

M〈x := K〉s → M.

The set Decr of decreasing rules is consisting of the rules for all s > t ∈ S

aps(M,N) → apt(M,N)

M(x)〈x := K〉s → M(x)〈x := K〉t .

Figure 2. The labelled IDTS RλX ∪ Decr

For an IDTS’s context Γ, we denote by Γ̂ a λ-calculus’s
context obtained by applying this translation to each type
in Γ. We define the presheaf Λ of all λ-terms by Λτ (Γ) =
{t | Γ̂ `λ t : τ̂}. The presheaf Λ has an obvious ΣλX-
term algebra structure that interprets the symbols v, λ, ap in
λX as variable, abstraction, application operations in the λ-
calculus:

vΛ
τ (Γ)(xVarτ ) = xτ

λΛ
σ,τ (Γ)(t) = λxσ.t

apΛ
σ,τ (Γ)(s, t) = s t

and the operation for the explicit substitution

xsubΛ
σ,τ (Γ) : Λτ (Γ + Varσ) × Λσ(Γ) → Λτ (Γ);

xsubΛ
σ,τ (Γ)(s, t) = s[x := t]

that interprets explicit substitution as the “meta-level” sub-
stitution. This shows that the presheaf Λ forms a V + ΣλX-
algebra.

We define the family of partial orders < on Λ by s <τ,Γ

t ⇔ s →∗
β t for Γ `λ s : τ , Γ `λ t : τ . Then (Λ, <)

is a weakly monotone ΣλX-algebra. Since the unique homo-
morphism X(−) from the initial V + ΣλX-algebra TΣλXV
to the V + ΣλX-algebra Λ evaluates all explicit substitu-
tions (cf. [12] for more detailed treatment of algebraic char-
acterisation of explicit substitutions), for any ground (w.r.t.
metavariables) instance Γ ` l → r : τ of rules of RλX, we
have

Xτ,Γ(l) < Xτ,Γ(r).

Thus (Λ, <) is a quasi-model of (ΣλX,RλX).
Using this, we attach labels to the IDTS RλX. We label

the function symbols ap and xsub. We choose the semantic
label set S = Sap = Sxsub =

⋃
τ,Γ Λτ (Γ). Define the

well-founded partial order on S by s ≥ t ⇔ s (→β

∪B )∗ t. The semantic label maps are defined by 〈〈s, t〉〉apΓ =
s t, 〈〈s, t〉〉xsub

Γ = s[x := t], which are weakly monotone.

The labelled IDTS RλX consists of the rules generated by
assigning to M 7→ s,N 7→ t, K 7→ u for all s, t, u ∈ S
given in Figure 2.

We take the precedence A ordered by for all s > t ∈ S,
aps A xsubt A apt A λ. Since the base types B is not
changed in the labelled system, the positivity conditions are
satisfied. Then, RλX ∪ Decr follows the General Schema.
Hence RλX is terminating.

The idea of the use of labelling to prove termination of
λX is also taken in [4], where a transformation of λX to a
first-order TRS and a variant of first-order semantic labelling
are used. The crucial difference is that we have used higher-
order semantics (λ-terms) rather than first-order one given
by the maximal reduction lengths of λ-terms in [4].

Our approach to use a term model has generality not only
for the case of λX. In the next section, we will consider other
applications.

5. Labelling with Higher-Order Term Model
In the termination proof of λX, we have used the term model
Λ for labelling. In the first-order case, semantic labelling
with a term model were considered under the name self-
labelling [27] by Middeldorp, Ohsaki, and Zantema, and
showed its usefulness by applying it to several different
termination problems of TRSs. In this section, we extend it
to the higher-order case. We first review some notions of the
assumption of the General Schema [3, 1].

Definition 5.1 Let (B, Σ, Z) be an IDTS-alphabet. We as-
sume that each base type τ ∈ B has an associated set of
constructors taken from Σ. The set of all declarations of con-
structors defines a preorder ≤B on B by τ ≤B σ if τ occurs
in ~α for a constructor c : ~α → σ. Any constructor must not
be the root symbol of left-hand side of a rewrite rule. Let
=B be the equivalence relation generated by ≤B. An induc-
tive type σ is strictly positive if for any type τ s.t. τ =B σ,



τ does not occur at a negative position of the type of a con-
structor c for σ.

A metavariable Z is accessible in a meta-term t if there are
distinct bound variables ~x such that Z(~x) ∈ Acc(t), where
Acc(t) is the least set satisfying the following clauses:

(i) t ∈ Acc(t).
(ii) if x.t ∈ Acc(t) then t ∈ Acc(t).

(iii) if c(~s) ∈ Acc(t) then each si ∈ Acc(t).
(iv) if f(~s) ∈ Acc(t) and si is of basic type then si ∈ Acc(t).
(v) if Z(~s) ∈ Acc(t) and Z does not occur in ~s and t, then

each si ∈ Acc(t).

More schematically, a metavariable Z is accessible in
t if Z appears as like t = f(. . . , c(. . . , ~x.Z(~s), . . .), . . .),
where any constructor c can be nested any number of
(including 0) times. So, for example, M is accessible in
ap(λ(x.M(x)), N). Actually, all metavariables in the left-
hand sides of RλX are accessible. Next we introduce some
notions for termination of IDTSs.

Definition 5.2 (Solid meta-term) A meta-term t is called
solid if for each meta-application Z(s1, . . . , sn) in t, all si

do not contain function symbols.

The notion of solid meta-term is crucial in our theory
presented below. This ensures that in many cases unexpected
vanishing of redexes, which is a typical pitfall of termination
proofs, does not happen. See Remark 5.7.

Definition 5.3 We also call an IDTS (B, Σ,R) solid if (i)
all types in B are strictly positive and ≤B is well-founded,
and for each rule l → r ∈ R, (ii) all metavariables in r are
accessible in l, and (iii) r is solid.

Note that the left-hand side l is already solid since so are
Miller’s higher-order patterns. Fortunately, the conditions of
solid IDTSs are not so restrictive requirements in practice.
An example of solid IDTS is the λX-calculus RλX. The
simply-typed λβ-calculus is also solid. All examples except
for recursor rules in [3, 1] are solid. It also means that there
are terminating IDTSs that are not solid.

Definition 5.4 We call an IDTS R precedence terminating
if there exists a well-founded order A on function symbols
(called a precedence) such that for every rule f(~t) → r ∈ R,
and every g ∈ Fun(r), f A g, where Fun(r) denotes the set
of all function symbols in r.

Lemma 5.5 Every precedence terminating solid IDTS is
terminating.

Proof For each l → r ∈ R, by the definition of the
General Schema and an easy induction argument, r is in a
computable closure [1] of l. ¤

The solid property is required to use the General Schema
in the above proof. Currently, we do not know how it is

weakened. The next theorem states that any terminating
solid IDTS can be transformed into a precedence terminating
IDTS by labelling.

Theorem 5.6 Let (Σ,R) be a terminating solid IDTS and
(Σ,R) its labelled IDTS by the quasi-model (TΣV,→∗

R).
Then, (Σ,R∪ Decr) is precedence terminating.

Proof Define the semantic label set for each f ∈ Σ by
Sf = S =

⋃
τ,Γ TΣVτ (Γ) with the well-founded partial

order ≥= (→R ∪B )∗, and the semantic labelling map

〈〈~s〉〉f = f(~s).

By semantic labelling with S, we have (Σ,R). Define the
precedence on Σ by

fs A gt ⇔ s > t.

We check that R∪ Decr is precedence terminating.

• Case l → r ∈ R. There exist Z ` l → r ∈ R and a
valuation φ : Z −→ TΣV such that l = φLl → φLr =
r ∈ R. The label of the root function symbol of l is
φ∗l. Any label p of a function symbol in r is obtained
by p = φ∗(t) for some subterm t E r. Then

φ∗l →R φ∗r D φ∗t = p. (1)

• Case fs(~Z) → ft(~Z) ∈ Decr with s > t. Hence fs A ft.

¤

Remark 5.7 The condition that r must be solid is essential
to establish the subterm property in (1). In higher-order
case, the subterm relation is not closed under valuations, i.e.
s B t ⇒ φ∗s B φ∗t does not hold in general, whereas in
first-order case it obviously holds. Consider Z(f) B f where
f is a function symbol. Applying a valuation Z 7→ c, we have
c 6Bf . This is due to the fact that Z(f) is not solid.

The proof of Thm. 5.6 is important. This particular se-
mantic labelling, i.e. taking a term algebra as semantics and
thus labelling function symbols with terms is useful to show
preservation of termination of extension of a terminating
system. For instance, the termination proof of λX-calculus
given in Sect. 4 is an example of semantic labelling with a
term algebra along this scheme.

5.1 Currying transformation
Kennaway, Klop, Sleep, and de Vries showed the preser-
vation of termination under currying in [20] for first-order
TRSs. Then, Middeldorp et al. gave alternative proof using
self-labelling [27]. In this subsection we extend this result to
the higher-order case via higher-order semantic labelling.



Definition 5.8 Let (B, Σ,R) be an IDTS. Define the new
base type set Bap by

Bap 3 τ ::= ι | Arr(α, τ) α ∈ I(B)

Define the signatures by

Σp = {fi : α1, . . . , αi → Arr(αi+1, . . . , Arr(αn, τ))

| f : α1, . . . , αn → τ ∈ Σ, f 6= ap}
Σa = {apα,τ : Arr(α, τ), α → τ | α ∈ I(B), τ ∈ Bap}

Σap = Σ ∪ Σa ∪ Σp,

and assume that all fi (i 6= n) are constructors. The IDTS
(Bap, Σap,Rap) is the union of R and the set of the following
rules, called ap-rules:

ap(fi(Z1, . . . , Zi), Z) → fi+1(Z1, . . . , Zi, Z)

for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1, f : σ1, . . . , σn → τ ∈ Σ, where
fn is written as f .

Namely, Rap has all curried functions generated from Σ.
A problem is whether termination is preserved under this ad-
dition. One would expect that this should hold, but its proof
is not entirely obvious. A naive approach based on simula-
tion of Rap-reduction by R-reduction is not applicable since
1-step Rap-reduction using ap-rule may become 0-step R-
reduction. The first proof of this theorem for TRSs in [20]
needs rather involved analysis (about four page long). Se-
mantic labelling with higher-order terms is again useful.

Theorem 5.9 Assume all fi 6∈ Σ, and ap does not appear
in R. If a solid IDTS (B, Σ,R) is terminating, its curried
version (Bap, Σap,Rap) is terminating.

Proof Define the weak monotone Σap-algebra

T = (TΣapV,→∗
(Σap,R))

with the operation for apα,τ : Arr(α, τ), α → τ where
α = ~a → b by

apTτ : TΣapVArr(α,τ) × δ~a(TΣapV)b → TΣapVτ

apTτ (Γ)(x, t) = ap(x, t) if x ∈ Γ
apTτ (Γ)(fi(s1, . . . , si), t)= fi+1(s1, . . . , si, t) if i 6= n
apTτ (Γ)(f(s1, . . . , si), t) = ap(f(s1, . . . , si), t) if f 6= fi

and the usual term algebra interpretations for symbols in Σ.
Monotonicity of apT is shown by induction on the proof
trees of →R. Then, T is a quasi-model of (Σap,Rap) since
(i) for each rule in R, it is clearly decreasing by →R, (ii)
for each ap-rule, both sides of the rule are interpreted as
fi+1(s1, . . . , si, t).

Take the semantic label set S =
⋃

σ,Γ TΣapVσ(Γ) with the
well-founded partial order s ≥ t ⇔ s (→(Σap,R) ∪ B )∗ t.
By applying semantic labelling with S, we have the labelled

IDTS Rap, in which each label is a term obtained by evalu-
ating all ap’s. Take the precedence

aps A apt A fs A ft ∀f(6= ap) ∈ Σap,∀s > t ∈ S

Then, Rap ∪ Decr is precedence terminating since (a) for
each rule in R, similar to the proof of Thm. 5.6, (b) for each
labelled ap-rule, aps is greater than fs. Moreover, since each
fi is a constructor, all ap-rules are solid, (c) for each rule in
Decr, similar to the proof of Thm. 5.6. By Lemma 5.5, Rap

is terminating. ¤

5.2 Modularity with Higher-Order Recursive Program
Schemes

A recursive program scheme (RPS) (cf. survey [7]) is a sim-
ple form of first-order functional program, which is given as
a set of first-order rewrite rules of the form

f(x1, . . . , xn) → t

with distinct x’s such that for every function symbol f in a
signature there exists at most one such rule.

We consider its higher-order extension. By a higher-order
recursive program scheme (HO-RPS), we mean an IDTS
(Σ,R, Z) consisting of the following form of rules with
distinct metavariable Z’s and the same condition for f as
RPS:

f(1 . . . i1.Z1(1, . . . , i1), . . . , 1 . . . in.Zn(1, . . . , in)) → t

for f : (~a1 → b1), . . . , (~al → bl) → b ∈ Σ. Notice that now
t is a (higher-order) meta-term.

Using semantic labelling with a higher-order term model
and precedence termination, we prove the following: the
combination of an arbitrary terminating solid IDTS and a
terminating solid HO-RPS that defines new functions is ter-
minating. To the author’s best knowledge, this is a new result
on modularity of termination of higher-order rewrite rules.

Modularity of higher-order rewriting is known as a diffi-
cult and subtle problem. Van Oostrom observes that almost
no property is modular by finding many tricky counterexam-
ples to modularity of higher-order rewriting systems [30].
He also remarks that extending a signature of a terminat-
ing CRS does not necessarily preserves termination [29, 30].
However, our new notion of solid system successfully avoids
such a counterexample. First, we show a lemma that states
termination is preserved under signature extension for solid
HO-RPSs.

Lemma 5.10 Let (B, Θ,S) be a terminating solid HO-RPS,
(B′, Θ′) an alphabet such that all types in B ∪ B′ are strictly
positive, and ≤B∪B′ is well-founded. Then, the solid IDTS
(B ∪ B′,Θ ∪ Θ′,S) is terminating.

Proof It is easy to see that for a terminating solid HO-RPS
(B, Θ,S), the precedence A defined in Def. 5.4 is well-
founded order on Θ. Hence (B,Θ,S) is also precedence



terminating. Then, (B ∪ B′, Θ ∪ Θ′,S) is again precedence
terminating using the same precedence A regarded as a strict
partial order on Θ ∪ Θ′, since the rules are unchanged. ¤

Theorem 5.11 Let (B, Σ,R) be a terminating solid IDTS
and (B′, Θ,S) a terminating solid HO-RPS such that

(i) all types in B∪B′ are strictly positive, and ≤B∪B′ is well-
founded,

(ii) Σ ∩ Θdef = ∅,

where Θdef is the subset of Θ consisting of all f such that
there is a corresponding rule in Θ. Then (B∪B′, Σ∪Θ,R∪
S) is terminating.

Proof We denote by t↓S the normal form of t by the rewrite
→(Σ∪Θ,S). Let Σ′ = (Σ ∪ Θ) − Θdef. We show that if
(Σ′,R) is terminating then (Σ∪Θ,R∪S) is terminating by
following the scheme of the proof of Thm. 5.6. In this case
we use the Σ∪Θ-algebra T = (TΣ′V,→∗

(Σ′,R)) defined for
f ∈ Θdef by

fT (~t) = f(~t)↓S
and other operations are defined by the usual term alge-
bra operations. The operation fT is well-defined by the
following reasons. Since (Σ ∪ Θ,S) is orthogonal, (Σ ∪
Θ,S) is confluent [21]. Since (B, Θ,S) is terminating, (B ∪
B′, Σ ∪ Θ,S) is also terminating by Lemma 5.10. Since
(B∪B′, Σ∪Θ,S) is terminating and confluent, the S-normal
form f(~t) ↓S is unique and always in TΣ′V (i.e. all Θdef-
symbols are consumed).

We show that T is a quasi-model of (Σ ∪ Θ,R∪ S).

(i) Weak monotonicity of T . For f ∈ Σ′, its operation is
itself, so monotone. For f ∈ Θdef, by Lemma B.2 in
Appendix.

(ii) We show that T satisfies all rules in R ∪ S. Take θ :
Z −→ TΣ′V.

(ii-a) Case l → r ∈ R. θ∗l →R θ∗r.

(ii-b) Case l → r ∈ S. Since lθ →S rθ,

θ∗l = (lθ)↓S= (rθ)↓S= θ∗r.

For a well-founded poset of semantic labels, we take

(
⋃
σ,Γ

TΣ′Vσ(Γ), (→(Σ′,R) ∪B )∗).

The precedence is defined by fs A gt if

(i) for f, g ∈ Σ′ or f, g ∈ Θdef, s (→(Σ′,R) ∪B )+ t, or

(ii) for f ∈ Θdef, g ∈ Θ such that f(~Z) → r ∈ S and
g ∈ Fun(r).

Then, it is easy to see that R ∪ S ∪ Decr is precedence
terminating. ¤

This theorem is applicable to any terminating solid IDTS
and HO-RPS, i.e. even one that does not follow the General
Schema. Hence this theorem is not obtained by a direct
application of the General Schema criterion.

6. Conclusion
We have presented a theory of higher-order semantic la-
belling for inductive data type systems (IDTSs). The techni-
cal novelty is to handle metavariables and higher-order func-
tions in IDTSs for the labelling process. This is done by ex-
ploiting typed binding algebras and the author’s previous re-
sults on algebraic semantics of higher-order syntax [13] and
higher-order rewriting [14]. Typed binding algebras are al-
gebras in the presheaf category (SetF↓B)B where B is a set of
types and F is skeleton of the category of finite sets modeling
binding in the style of Fiore, Plotkin and Turi [11].

We have given a number of applications of higher-order
semantic labelling: it shows termination of the λX-calculus,
preservation of termination under currying and a new modu-
larity result. This shows usefulness of higher-order semantic
labelling.
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A. The Σ-monoid MΣZ

We describe the Σ-monoid structure of MΣZ. The unit of
the monoid MΣZ is νφ : V → MΣZ as described in Sect.
3. The multiplication βφ : MΣZ • MΣZ −→ MΣZ is

βφ
τ,Γ(xτ ; ~t) = tx

βφ
τ,Γ(Z[s1, . . . , sl]; ~t) = Z[βφ

τ,Γ(s1;~t), . . . , β
φ
τ,Γ(sl;~t)]

βφ
τ,Γ(fq(s1, . . . , sl); ~t)

= fp(βφ(s1; upn+i1(~t), n+1, . . . , n+i1), . . .)

where

p = 〈〈!θ∗||βφ(s1; upi1(~t), n + 1, . . . , n + i1)||, . . .〉〉b,Γ

f : (~a1 → b1), . . . , (~al → bl) → b ∈ Σ,

|~ak| = ik (for each k), |Γ| = n, |~t| = m.

Note that the length of “upi1(~t), n + 1, . . . , n + i1” is
m + i1, and it renames a variable m + k to n + k for each
k = i1, . . . , il to make bound variables sense.

To check that MΣZ satisfies the monoid law is straight-
forward induction on meta-terms. To check the Σ-monoid
law βφ ◦ ([fφ]f∈Σ • id) = [fφ]f∈Σ ◦ Σβφ ◦ st, we instan-
tiate this at Γ ∈ F↓B and chase an element. This eventually
becomes the equality

βφ
b,Γ(fr(s1, . . . , sl); ~t)

= fp(βφ(s1; upi1(~t), n+1, . . . , n+i1), . . .)



where r = 〈〈!θ∗|s1|, . . . , !θ∗|sl|〉〉b,Γ and p is the one given
above. This obviously holds by the definition of βφ.

B. Lemmas for Proposition 5.11
Lemma B.1 Let θ : Z −→ TΣ′V, t ∈ MΣ∪ΘZ(Γ).

(θt)↓S= θ(t↓S)

Proof Let t↓S be the normal form of t by rewriting on meta-
terms by S. Then tθ →∗

S= (t ↓S)θ is a S-normal form.
Suppose tθ →!

S m. Since S has the unique normal form
property (UN, cf. [34]), m = (t↓S)θ. Hence (θt)↓S= θ(t↓S
). ¤

Lemma B.2 Let f ∈ Θdef. Then

s →R t ⇒ f(. . . , s, . . .)↓S →∗
R f(. . . , t, . . .)↓S .

Proof By case analysis of proof trees of →R.

(i) Case lθ →R rθ for Z ` l → r : b ∈ R, θ :
Z −→ TΣ′V. We show f(lθ) ↓S→R f(rθ) ↓S for a
unary f . The n-ary cases are similar. Take valuations
θ′ : M 7→ lθ, θ′′ : M 7→ rθ where M is a fresh
metavariable. By Lemma B.1,

f(lθ)↓S = (θ′f(M))↓S
= θ′(f(M)↓S)

→∗
R θ′′(f(M)↓S)

= (θ′′f(M))↓S
= f(rθ)↓S .

(ii) Case g(. . . , s, . . .) →R g(. . . , t, . . .). Similar to the case
(i). Now we take θ′ : M 7→ g(. . . , s, . . .), θ′′ : M 7→
g(. . . , t, . . .).
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